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Outline Proposals | Design Report
Affordable Housing | Western Kenya
“There is need to encourage the private sector through incentives to
establish more housing units in the County, encourage transfer of
affordable housing technologies and enhance access to credit for
people to construct or buy better houses. High rise apartments with
adequate social amenities should also be prioritised for optimal land
utilization and environmental sustainability”
First Kakamega County Integrated Development Plan 2013-2017: 1.6.8 Housing

Sustainability and energy efficiency can be measured under schemes
such as LEED and BREEAM. After the Agenda 21 summit in Rio 1992, a
balancing emphasis on the metrics of ‘embodied energy’ prevailed,
pioneered by innovators such as Brenda and Robert Vale, (The
Autonomous House), and the Association for Environment Conscious
Building (www.aecb.net). They sought to limit carbon emissions from
manufacturing products and transport to site. The shibboleth was
‘Reduce! Reuse! Recycle!’
It leaned towards locally available building materials, reducing ‘diesel
miles’. It activated a virtuous circle by perpetuating local construction
skills (crafts and trades) and promoted local employment. Whereas
reliance on factory-made components has tended to relegate building
activities to assembly operations on site. That is a de-skilling trend. It
was first tried in heavily subsidised 1950s system-building, when for
the first time builders worked ‘against the clock’. The results included
a catastrophic collapse at Ronan Point in Roehampton, and many other
high-rise concrete frames are severely threatened by corrosion of
rebar. Build quality is vital to safety, as recent disasters in Nairobi
also demonstrate.

E a s t

E l e v a t i o n

The challenge to manufacturers was mollified by the move towards
lifetime energy performance metrics, which play down ‘embodied’
energy of materials production and transport. The effect is
paradoxical: the Middle East has many LEED rated buildings hungry for
colossal amounts of energy to feed air-conditioning systems. Foster’s
Frankfurt skyscraper won prizes for energy efficiency. Drive-in
shopping malls attain LEED certification, while adversely impacting
local town-centre businesses. Imported photovoltaics climb 1600m
altitude from Mombasa, ceding all intended ecological benefit. LEED
ratings propitiate the clamour for ‘sustainable development’ that
echoes through the boardrooms of international financiers.
In Kenya as the manufacturing base is low, more imported building
products and materials are demanded, at the expense of local
employment supply. Moreover, the property development industry
polarises as the rich-poor gap widens mercilessly. That will continue:
global capital enjoys untrammelled freedom of movement in search of
of profit. The late, great Zaha Hadid’s sardonic opinions are well know,
but specific issues for Kenya are highlighted in a recent feature by
Christine Mungai for The Standard (10th March 2017)

why-you-are-unlikely-to-own-a-house-in-town
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In November 2013 Bryan Tumwa wrote about the pitfalls of home
ownership when less than scrupulous developers led hundreds of
middle income first-time buyers into negative equity in Kakamega
(The Standard 14th November 2013).
In London the vociferous group Architects for Social Housing (ASH),
campaigning against the social cleansing wreaked on older urban
communities, led to Cabinet Secretary Sajid Javid outlawing a major
development being run by no lesser personage than the RIBA’s own
President Elect, on the grounds that it was a breach of sitting
residents’ human rights. The local Council doing deals with avaricious
developers at the expense of its constituents’ homes, is appealing the
decision, but we learned a lot about the ethics of a leading Chartered
Architectural practice – Hunt Thompson Associates. ‘Affordables’,
both residents and architects, need to stick together to survive.

Conformance with building codes cannot rely on a Government
Inspectorate visiting work-in-progress on site. That’s not going to
happen. Even in UK it’s mostly privatised now, because so much fast
moving technology overpowers the civil servants. A responsible
Resident Engineer and reputable contractor with sound track record
affords the best confidence. But design information and quality
detailing are crucial.
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Specification writing in Kenya needs looking at: it is the driver of build
quality. Typically QS practices overlook the basic British Standard
8000: Workmanship on Building Sites, its various parts: floor and wall
tiling, cladding, fire-stopping, and so forth. It is a super document.
More often than not standards referred to are out of date, sometimes
wildly so: e.g. B.S. 1334 (insulation materials): 1966: at that time the
use of Asbestos was still lawful. BS 990:1945 (withdrawn): Metal
casement windows and casement doors for domestic buildings, is still
invoked, and that is fine for components made up by local fundis. But
when it is blithely copied and pasted in to apply to modern curtain
walling or high security window installations, we must ask why?
Why does a QS practice allow misleading slips, when it is easy to
check a British Standard simply by googling it, and when BSI, ARCAT,
NBS & ASTM are all online? The USA resources are even free. The
suspected answer is that senior management clings to well-thumbed
and frayed British Standards, treasured like ancient scriptures on the
library shelves of their offices, fearful of losing grip. Restrictions on
younger staff using the Internet as an office resource is also typical.
Our conclusion is to seek developer-contractors, many of whom are IT
and BIM savvy, up-to-speed with modern construction technology and
risk, to partner affordable kisasa housing for ordinary people in Kenya
left behind by the super-rich. Many of those make up their own
construction, engineering and management workforces, and their
family members. These people wish only a modest affordable ration of
modernity. It is they we wish to cater for.

P l a n P e r s p e c t i v e
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More is Less | More For Less
In 1961 Sir Parker Morris’s Committee drew up an influential report
on housing space standards in public housing in the United Kingdom
titled Homes for Today and Tomorrow (table 1)
The Office of the Mayor of London opted to move to adopt a Design
Guide for Housing within the city 10% more generous than the Parker
Morris Standards. That guide was implemented in 2011. The increase
in space is largely accounted for by accessibility requirements
facilitating wheelchair visitor access to all public housing, but also
more space for waste recycling at source (i.e. sorting in the home).
Principally it means > 1100 mm wide internal passages and WC
provision that allows horizontal transfer.

From table 1 we can begin a budget new-build construction costing.
For Kenya let’s set the target rate at 25000 Kes/ m2 gross external
area, and decide to build at least three storeys. It means the minimum
of imported German or Chinese products. It means local trades, local
materials, BOG standard RC frames with rendered brick or block infill
and partitions, and locally fabricated metal windows and doors: cheap
and cheerful! Then we can spend more money on services: drainage,
plumbing, electrics and importantly data, for the smart kisasa home.
However, we shall economise one particular – no bath tub. That is to
gain a slight space reduction, but also to limit water storage demand
and disposal volume.
Taking the space standards from table 1 we obtain indicative costs in
table 2. For the sake of calculation, we applied a 5:4 ratio for gross
external area of the whole building / gross internal area of the
individual flats. This may be low depending on the extent of the
provision of below ground RC tanks, both septic and rainwater
collection, but it produces a gross internal square meter rate of
19900 Kes/m2. That is our target budget, and we shall see below how
it applies to Checkpoint Heights, the proposed model development.

Critical Factor | Plot Ratio
Nairobi City Council’s Guide to Development Ordinances and Zones
exhibits a range of plot ratios according to development strategies
addressing demographics, land value and conservation criteria: the
Plot Ratio tool controls the skyline. We see a PR of 6 in CBD, 3 in
Upper Hill, 2.5 in Westlands and Eastleigh, dipping to a conservative
0.25 in Muthaiga.
The Kakamega County Plan makes this cogent point worth repeating:

“High rise apartments with adequate social amenities should be
prioritised for optimal land utilization and environmental
sustainability”
Land use is key to avoid sprawl and curtail deforestation. Moreover,
the infrastructure capital costs are better served by modest storey
building up to say, six floors high. This is critical for the construction
square meter rate, since so much cost is below ground, that ratio to
superstructure and fit-out must be financially viable for development
vectorprojects.wordpress.com
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Unit

T a b l e 1
M o r r i s S p a c e

Gross
Area m2

Studio Flat
One Bed Flat
Two Bed Flat
Three Bed Flat
*

S t a n d a r d s

Internal

32
51
66
93*

Construction Cost
KES
(gross external)
80,000
127,500
165,000
232,500

T a b l e 2
I n d i c a t i v e C o n s t r u c t i o n C o s t s
T h r e e B e d a r e a d e p e n d s o n s p l i t
o f s i n g l e a n d d o u b l e b e d r o o m s
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The private sector has for many years slashed those standards: it is
not hard to find studio flats on the rental market in London for
£1200+ GBPs pcm.: more than half average monthly take-home pay.
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returns, and affordability. Checkpoint Heights proposes a plot ratio of
2; with Ground Coverage at 67.5% of a 400m2 plot area.

Affordable Rent | Payback Period
Market intelligence local to the proposed development site near
Kakamega Town suggests rents as follows:
I Bed Studio Flat = 15000 Kes pcm
2 Bed Flat = 25000 Kes pcm

The accommodation comprises six 2 bed, four 1-bed units, two ground
storey office/retail and off-street parking for six vehicles, achieving a
four storey housing density of 250 units/ Ha.
Two cores arranged around a central light well provide a sound lifesafety diagram.
Thus, the total residential rental income is
210,000 Kes pcm
Adding notional rental for the two mixed units that rises to
250,000 Kes pcm
Gross floor area (excluding below ground structures)
=
800 m2
x
25,000 Kes
=
20,000,000 Kes Total Construction Cost
The payback period is therefore
20,000,000 ÷ 250,000
=
80 months
=
6.66 years

P l a n P e r s p e c t i v e
T y p i c a l F l o o r
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Good Works | Ethical Development
The return is not commercially dazzling, so the investor needs to want
to provide affordable housing for altruistic reasons and play a longer
game to profit.
The impact of the development generates economic and demographic
diversity within a rural community. Its residents may not work the land
for their living, but there are varied reasons to chose a location less
obviously marketable as a jazzy ‘lifestyle’ destination: for example,
proximity to elderly family members.
Other benefits include first-rate schools, and a more harmonious
pastoral community life. Proximity to major towns, hydro-infrastructure
projects and resurgent local industries, are draws for the discerning
young professional class, in an ever more uncertain globalised world.
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These are well below the benchmark maximum rent ratio of one-third
of monthly take-home pay, and are therefore considered highly
affordable, even for a single bread-winner.
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Appendix | Architectural Drawings
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Site Plan + Area Calculation
Ground + Typical Floor Layout
Long Section
Cross Section
Exploded Isometri
Contextual Isometri
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